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DEOFFSHORISATION  

AND THE CASE OF 

CYPRUS 
 

On 1st of January 2015, the Federal Law No 376-FZ dated 24 
November 2014 concerning “The Introduction of Amendments 
to Parts One and Two of the Tax Code of the Russian 
Federation (Regarding the Taxation of the Profit of Controlled 
Foreign Companies and the Income of Foreign 
Organizations)” (the Law) entered into force following many 
years of discussions.   The Law introduced substantial 
modifications to the rules governing the reporting and taxation 
of participation interests by Russian tax residents in controlled 
foreign companies (CFCs). 

I. Taxing Controlled Foreign Companies (CFC) 

and the need to disclose foreign structures. 
 

 The new law imposes a new obligation on Russian tax residents 

to disclose to the Tax Authorities of Russian Federation any direct 

or indirect holding in foreign entities that  exceeds  25%  or  10%  

if  such  foreign  entity  is  by  more  than  50% controlled 

collectively by Russian Tax residents.  

The year 2015 is considered as a transition period, therefore 

there is a relaxation in the law and the percentage of control is 

set at 50%. 

Under the new law, a foreign entity is considered as a CFC if: 

•    The entity is not a tax resident of Russia, and 

•    Is controlled by a tax resident of Russia (physical or legal 

persons) 

The new law  provides for some exemptions, however, once a 

company will be considered as a CFC, the controlling person in 

Russia will be liable for taxation on the undistributed profits of the 

CFC at a rate of 20% for corporations and 13% for  individuals  

(instead of 9% which  is  the normal taxation rate of dividends). 

DEOFFSHORISATION CALENDAR: 

 1 April 2015 ‐ notification 

on participations in any 

foreign entity or and 

structures set up prior to 1 

January 2015. 

 20 March 2016 – first CFC 

reporting date. 

 31 December 2017 – grace 

period in which criminal 

liability is waived for late 

payment of tax ends. 

 The entry into force of the Law is 

expected to significantly affect 

many Russian‐held international 

structures. We strongly advise our 

clients to conduct a preparatory 

audit of their group structures to 

identify companies that will qualify 

as CFCs, persons who may be 

recognized as controlling Russian 

tax residents based on their place of 

management and control, and to 

consider potential restructuring 

opportunities to achieve 

compliance and tax efficacy.  
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 Furthermore, for CFCs situated in non-blacklisted countries that require the performance of 

statutory audits, such as Cyprus, the Russian Tax Authorities will accept the audited Financial 

Statements as prepared in accordance with the Cyprus Law. In all other cases, such as the 

British Virgin Islands (BVI) or Belize, the Russian Tax Authorities will need to calculate profits 

based on the Russian Standards. 

We suggest that the following measures be considered by each client: 

1. Reduce CONTROL below the CFC thresholds  

a) Transfer ownership to an Escrow Agent  

b) The use of Trusts (discretionary nature) 

There might still be claims that there is an indirect control but at least with a Trust 

etc. an additional protective layer is added and provides grounds for arguing that 

there is no Control over the assets. In any case it is a much better solution than a 

nominee structure where control is more evident. 

c) Insurance Policy Contracts  

d) To pledge the assets in favour of a foreign Pledgee  

 

2. Reduce or eliminate tax liabilities generated in Russia from controlling entities in foreign 

jurisdictions  

a) Distribute profits on a yearly basis and make regular payments  

Allows a lower tax to be paid in Russia since the taxation rates of dividend income 

are lower than the taxation rates of CFC on undistributed profits 

b) Take advantage of the Russian Participation Holding exemptions by placing a 

Russian Holding company on top of the structure  

  

3. Safeguard Asset protection provided by holding assets in foreign jurisdictions.  

a) Use available tools for asset protection 

Safeguarding assets is of utmost importance and in most of the cases more 

important than tax saving. Depending on the chosen strategy one can sacrifice tax 

savings to ensure asset protection. 

b) Separate control and dividend rights of the foreign entity  

 

4. Ensure that CFC profits are calculated based on the foreign jurisdiction rules and not 

the Russian rules  

a) Use jurisdictions where statutory audits are performed (i.e. Cyprus) 

Calculating the profits of a foreign company under Russian rules can create 

significant tax exposure. Jurisdictions like Cyprus offer a very good solution as 

the financial statements as prepared in Cyprus will be accepted in Russia for 

tax payment. 

b) Re-domicile or liquidate companies from jurisdictions that do not perform 

statutory audits  

 

5. Change the tax residency of the Beneficial owner by relocating outside Russia  

a) Obtain a Permanent residence in a foreign jurisdiction (i.e. Cyprus, UK etc) and 

become a tax resident of that jurisdiction.  

The law applies only to Russian Tax residents who own companies that are 

not tax residents in Russia. Therefore by changing the tax residency of the  
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Beneficial owner from Russia to another favourable jurisdiction ensures that 

the Cyprus company will not be subject to the CFC rules. 

 

 

b) Obtain Citizenship in a foreign jurisdiction (i.e. Cyprus) and become a tax 

resident of that jurisdiction.  

 

6. Mix active and passive income activities to meet the 80% active income exemption. 

The provision of services and trading in shares are not considered as active income. 

a) Identify the entities that generate active income and those with passive 

income  

II.    Recognizing foreign companies as tax residents of Russia  

 

A foreign company may be recognized as a Tax Resident of Russia if the effective place of 

management of the company is considered to be in Russia. 

If a foreign company will be considered as a tax resident of Russia, then it will need to pay  

taxes  on  its  worldwide  income,  in  Russia.  Therefore, in the case where the effective 

management and control of a Cyprus company will be regarded as being performed in Russia, 

then the Cyprus Company will be taxed in Russia for its entire income. 

To determine whether the place of effective management of a CFC will be considered to be in 

Russia, the Law provides the following criteria: 

 The majority of the board meetings are held in Russia; 

 The company's executive body regularly conducts company‐related activities, to a 

substantially greater extent, in Russia than elsewhere;  

 The company's CEO primarily performs his/her executive management duties in 

Russia. 

 the place where the relative majority of the board meetings are held is Russia, or 

 executive body activities  and top management functions are regularly exercised in 

Russia, or 

 bookkeeping of the foreign company is carried out in Russia, or  

 operational personnel management is conducted from Russia, or 

 Books and records are kept in Russia. 

We suggest that the following measures  be considered  by each client: 

Create Stronger Substance in Cyprus : Rent an office in Cyprus, Employ resident staff in 
Cyprus, listing in the Emerging Companies Market of the Cyprus Stock Exchange (CSE). 
Generally, the purpose is to strengthen the substance in order to mitigate the risk for the 
Cyprus company of being considered as a tax resident of Russia. Must be able to prove that 
the company is "active and alive" with office and employees in Cyprus. Listing in the CSE 

recognized stock Exchange of an EU Member state, will be definitely enhance the 
advantages. The utilisation of office facilities, web-domain and a dedicated phone line in 
Cyprus 

 

Use knowledgeable and qualified directors that will undertake to perform all 

management decisions and functions: Avoid using Power of Attorneys, and at least the  
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majority of the Board of Directors to reside and meet in Cyprus. Use persons residing in Cyprus 

to operate and manage the company's bank accounts in Cyprus or abroad. Avoid giving direct 

instructions to directors. May offer some guidance but the directors must think and decide.  

 

 

Must be in a position to prove that strategic (day-to-day) management decisions of the Cyprus 

company are performed by the Directors in Cyprus.   

 

Maintain books and records and accounting operations from Cyprus: Outsource the 

accounting operation to firms in Cyprus that provide accounting services. Maintaining the 

books and records of a Cyprus company outside Russia should not be a difficult part.  Special 

accounting software may offer remote access to information. Hard copies of commercial 

documentation (agreements, invoices etc.) are maintained at the company’s office. 

 
III.    The beneficial ownership of passive income paid from Russia. 

The new law introduces the concept of beneficial ownership of the passive income paid from 

Russia to foreign entities in conjunction with the applicability of the double tax treaties in such 

situations.  

The Law also defines an “actual recipient (beneficial owner) of income” for the purpose of 

accessing tax treaty benefits, as follows: “a person who has an actual right to income will be a 

person who, by virtue of direct or indirect participation in an organization or control over an 

organization, or by virtue of other circumstances, has the right independently to use or dispose 

of that income, or a person in whose interests another person has the authority to dispose of 

the income in question”. In accordance with the Law, income such as dividends, interest or 

royalties earned by a foreign company which is derived from operations or investments in 

Russia will not reap reduced withholding tax rates as provided for in the double tax treaty 

network of Russia, if such company is not the “beneficial owner” of the income. 

If the direct recipient of the income, i.e. the Cyprus Company, has limited powers regarding its 

disposal and basically acts as an intermediary which will directly or indirectly transfer 

substantially all of this income to another person, i.e. a BVI company, then there is a risk that 

the double tax treaty between Cyprus and Russia will not apply. 

In effect the new legislation tries to eliminate the use of what is commonly known as back- to-

back financing, royalties and dividend structures being widely used so far. 

We suggest that the following measures  be considered  by each client: 

1.Holding Structures  

a) use structures with the same or similar treaty benefits 

b) Avoid multi-layered structures so that the recipient of the income to be also regarded 

as the beneficial owner of the income 

2. Financing Structures: 

a) Use structures where the lender provides loans to Russian entities out of its own 

capital rather than borrowings. 
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b)  

c) If back to back financing will be used, ensure that the interest rates used are such that 

allow the direct recipient of the interest to be largely regarded as the beneficial owner 

of the interest. 

3.Royalty Structures: 

a) Use structures where the licensor is the owner of the IP asset that generates 

the royalty income such as the Cyprus IP Structures 

b) If back to back licensing will be used, ensure that the royalties rates used are 

such that allow the direct recipient of the royalties to be largely regarded as the 

beneficial owner of the interest. 

 

IV.    Taxing the profit from sale of shares of property-rich companies in Russia. 

Up to now, the shares of companies that owned immovable property in Russia were regarded 

as “movable property” and therefore taxed at the jurisdiction of the seller. 

For example, if a Cyprus company sold the shares of a Russian Company that held a significant 

number of immovable property in Russia, then under the treaty the right to tax this transaction 

was with Cyprus which was the jurisdiction of the seller. The new protocol of the Double Tax 

Treaty signed between Cyprus and Russia addressed this issue and from 2017, under the new 

treaty, such disposals would be taxed in Russia, i.e. the jurisdiction where the immovable 

property is situated. 

In effect the new legislation incorporates this provision, introduced recently to various double 

tax treaties, into the local legislation. 

It is worth mentioning that both the local legislation as well as the double tax treaty  between  

Cyprus  and  Russia  exempts  the  sale  of  shares  of  listed property-rich companies in a 

recognized stock exchange from the above provisions. 

The Cyprus Stock Exchange, and in particular the Emerging Companies Market (ECM) can be 

a good Market for listing Russian or other foreign companies that own property in Russia. The 

flexible legal system, the manageable administrative  burden  and  the  low  costs  involved  in  

listing  in  the  ECM synthesize the right environment for such listings. 

………………………………………. 

It is worth noting that the below fall outside the scope of the Law regarding Taxing Controlled 

Foreign Companies (CFC) and will not be included in the profit or income tax base of Russian 

tax residents: 

 The profit of companies which produce active income in over 80 per cent of their 

activities; 

 The profit of companies registered in a jurisdiction where the effective tax rate 

applicable to the CFC is at least 75 per cent of the weighted average Russian profits 

tax rate (calculated on a predetermined formula); 

 The profit of foreign structures that do not comprise legal entities such as not‐for‐profit 

organizations which cannot, under applicable law or their constitutional documents, 

distribute profits among their shareholders, members, founders etc; 
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 The profit of licensed banks and insurance companies operating in a jurisdiction with 

exchange of information mechanisms with the Russian Federation; 

 Issuers of certain traded bonds (ie Eurobonds) if the revenues from such bonds make 

up at least 90 per cent of the aggregate revenue of the issuer organizations; 

 The profit of companies that are involved in certain industrial projects (ie projects 

concluded at governmental level on matters such as oil and gas) resulting in income of 

not less than 90 per cent of their total income. 

 Threshold exemptions apply to including the profits of CFCs in a Russian tax resident’s 

tax base, the threshold for inclusion being set at 50 million RUB in 2015, 30 million 

RUB in 2016 and 10 million RUB from 1 January 2017 onwards. 

……………………………………….. 

Sanctions 

Non‐payment or partial payment of a tax liability arising as a result of non‐inclusion in the 
tax base of a participation interest in a qualifying CFC will incur a penalty of 20 per cent 

of the amount of unpaid tax or RUB100,000, whichever is higher. Non‐payment or partial 
payment of tax arising from omission to include a CFC’s profits in a tax resident’s tax 

declaration will not entail criminal liability until 2017, provided that the tax resulting from 
the omission is paid in full to the tax authorities. 

 

Notification requirements 

Taxpayers must notify the tax authorities of relevant participation interests in foreign 
companies and structures one month after the grounds for such notification arise. The 

deadline for notifying a CFC is 20 March of the year following the tax period in which a 
share profit of a controlling person of a CFC arises (the deadline is set at 20 March 2016).  
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For further information please contact: 

 

Ms. Georgia Constantinou-Panayiotou 

georgia@gcplaw.com.cy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 15 Kallipoleos Avenue| Amaral 30 , Off. 403 | P.C.1055 | Nicosia | Cyprus  

T: +357 220031 82 | F: +357 220031 47 , www.gcplaw.com.cy   

   

  

  

 

The material set out herein is for information purposes only which are valid as at the date of preparation 

of same, and does not constitute legal or professional advice. No responsibility will be accepted for loss 

occasioned directly or indirectly as a result of acting, or refraining from acting, wholly or partially in 

reliance upon information contained herein. Photocopying these publications and material is illegal. It 

should not be relied upon for any purpose or disclosed to any person without our express written 

consent. We are not obligated to update it in case of any changes occurring whatsoever. 
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